A functional magnetic resonance imaging study of overt letter verbal fluency using a clustered acquisition sequence: greater anterior cingulate activation with increased task demand.
Regional cerebral activation during a cognitive task can vary with task demand and task performance. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging study, we examined the effect of manipulating task demand on activation during verbal fluency by using "easy" and "hard" letters. A "clustered" image acquisition sequence allowed overt verbal responses to be made in the absence of scanner noise which facilitated "on-line" measurement of task performance. Eleven right-handed, healthy male volunteers participated. Twice as many errors were produced with hard as with easy letters (20.8 +/- 13.6 and 10.1 +/- 10.7% errors, respectively). For both conditions, the distribution of regional activation was comparable to that reported in studies of covert verbal fluency, but with greater engagement of subcortical areas. The hard condition was associated with greater dorsal anterior cingulate activation than the easy condition. This may reflect the greater demands of the former, particularly in terms of arousal responses with increased task difficulty and the monitoring of potential response errors.